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The #1-selling psychiatry clerkship book provides precisely what you should deliver a solid
performance on the psychiatry clerkship and earn honors on the shelf exam. Peppered with
mnemonics, ward ideas, exam ideas, and integrated mini-cases, the 4th edition of this bestselling book targets assisting you hone in on, and remember, the most important ideas for the
clerkship and the examination. Completely revised to reflect brand-new DSM-5 criteria, First Aid
for the Psychiatry Clerkship: 4th Edition is definitely your high-yield insider's guide to the
psychiatry rotation, and gives you the core info you will need to impress on the wards and gain
honors on the clerkship test.
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Knocked out the ~100 uworld questions --> Large yield details in a concise reserve. It does seem
a little bit redundant sometimes which will be my just criticism. 80% of what you will need for the
psych shelf. I bought it specifically since it was up to date for DSM V. I am uncertain how it
compares to earlier editions, but I felt comfy knowing it had probably the most current
information. All you need for the pysch clerkship. Read MEDICAL the first 2 weeks --> Just the
right degree of detail, and a good supplement when planning on taking notes while carrying out
UWorld questions. and a good supplement when planning on taking notes while doing UWorld
questions This book has everything you need to get an Honors on your own psych shelf. Great
yield .. Recommended by most my prior classmates and those before . But for the psychiatry
shelf, IT REALLY IS THIS BOOK. You can easily read and not extremely lengthy. I felt that book
was essential during my rotation. Great overview reserve!. My order for the psych clerkship.. Buy
it right now, go through it early as soon as again a week before your shelf! I read it as I went
along on my psych rotation, and it was very comprehensive.Perfect for Shelf Review This book
plus Uworld Qbank were the only resources I useful for reviewing the Psychiatry shelf exam and I
am happy with my score. Did two NBME exams --> 90 shelf exam Great Book! Great book! But for
the psychiatry shelf This book generally is ALL You'll want to honor/receive top marks for the
psychiatry shelf examination... Great overview book. Really helped me away during my rotation.
Recommended by all my previous classmates and those before them as well. Will need to have
for the psych rotation. A must for the psych shelf! Short and easy read. But it fills its purpose.. I'd
say questions will be the best tool. I love the first aid books! Usually when studying for these
kinds of tests, I'd say questions will be the best tool. Everything you need for the pysch clerkship.
BUY THIS BOOK! Concise and precise This book was very useful within my Psychiatry rotations.
Will need to have for psych rotation Easy to get through & sums up the high yield psychiatry
concepts Excellent Shortcut reference I really like it usually to the idea had some mistakes in the
table of content (many chapters with the same name substance-related and addictive disorders I
would love a chapter on Psychiatric emergencies and community psychiatry ?? ?????? The very best
for psych rotation Has all the answers the attending and occupants asked Excellent book Best
book for psych clerkship This book was Very helpful when studying for my psychiatry shelf exam
First Aid to the rescue! This book was VERY useful when studying for my psychiatry shelf
examination. It's an easy read that highlights the important topics in psych.
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